## A. Who we are, & what we do

MARBIO is a Public & Private Partnership company: Maroc-Biotechnologies → MARBIO
MARBIO is the first brick of Biotechnology Hub in Morocco with 300M Euros investment.
MARBIO has a strategic alliance FOR OPERATIONAL & Business EXCELLENCE in Vaccines supply with Recipharm as leading CDMO.
MARBIO, Benslimane Fill & Finish plant, is dedicated to filling & packaging of vaccines and other biotech products.
The site has a capacity of 100 M units a year for liquid & lyophilized vaccines.
The site is equipped with state of the art, 3 filling & packaging lines, QC.
The site has all assets to support mRNA vaccines specifications.
The site has large warehouse with huge capacity for cold & ultra cold chain specifications.
The site has business continuity plan with redundancy systems to supply all utilities.
The site is in strategic location to support all logistic aspects for vaccines supply by air & sea freight.

## B. What are we offering

MARBIO can provide all support for Filling & Packaging of vaccines from large to small volumes.
MARBIO can provide support for all clinical trials in F&F area.
MARBIO can provide support for all analytical testing with large Quality Control laboratory.
MARBIO can provide support for technical capabilities enhancement in African continent with our Aseptic Academy training project.

## C. What are we looking for

MARBIO is seeking for partnership for filling and packaging of vaccines in our plant in Morocco.
MARBIO is seeking for partnership, either in primary or secondary manufacturing operations of vaccines.
MARBIO is looking for partnership to create an aseptic academy training as a center of excellence to support African continent capability enhancement.
MARBIO has the ambition to be an African Biotech hub. We are keen to support all services providers in life science as well as OEM to create an ecosystem in Morocco dedicated to biotechnologies.